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Mylehsa
Mylehsa

Species: ARIA Sanshiki ARIA Ship Control System
Gender: Female

Age: Fresh mint out of the box
Zodiac Sign:

Height: 4' 1.2 meters
Weight: 95 lbs 43 Kg
Bra Size: D

Organization: Lorath Matriarchy
Occupation: Computer

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: LSDF Trishka

Mylehsa in Roleplay

Mylehsa is a player character played by Gardner in the Dark and is currently involved in the LSDF Trishka
plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 4' 1.2 meters Mass: 95 lbs 43 Kg Measurements: 26-20-28 Bra Size: D

Build and Skin Color: Mylehsa is short, and fairly compact. She was designed this way to make her
easier to handle in case of emergencies. Due to her small size she has trouble reaching high objects

Facial Features and Eye Color: Mylesha has a cute face, and very large eyes, as well as a small button
nose and soft warm lips. Her face is round and slightly 'heart shapped' with large cheeks. Her eyes are an
exotic shade of purple and pink.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is blond, and she wears it long in two long limp tails, one to the left and
one to the right which are interwoven down her back.

Distinguishing Features: She possess a pair of really cute downy white tiny wings on her back.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: At present Mylehsa is still young, and has not yet developed a strong personality. However
she's inherently curious, and very kind. She also acts like she has some trouble paying attention to
things, often bouncing between multiple subjects and objects. She likes praise and snuggles, and is at
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present more then a bit childish.

Likes: New and interesting things, praise, snuggles Dislikes: Being told she did a poor job Goals: To
recive praise and snuggles!

History

Family (or Creators)

Pre-RP

Mylehsa's a new Aria, run with a few minor firmware upgrades to patch security holes and fix some minor
bugs. She has some minor custom features, including most noticeably her wings, and her better then
average volumetric projectors. She still has that New Aria smell

Skills

Communication

Mylehsa is able to speak and communicate in Lorath, Yamataian, and Nepleslian. She can use various
forms of communication including radio, and is capable of issuing and receiving orders under fire.

Technology Operation

Mylehsa is skilled with the operation of technology and is compatible with most forms of computer, which
she can plug into to recover data from. She can hack any computer she's plugged into, given sufficient
time and recalling that sufficient time may be years, and that the computer she is hacking may have
defenses that would take her out in the meantime.

Starship Operation

Mylehsa is trained in all of the skills necessary to operate the starship she is intended to be part of,
including navigation. She's not designed to operate the star-ship from a control panel, she's designed to
operate it from inside. Presenting her with a star-ship control panel would just confuse her.

Mathmatics

Mylehsa is skilled in mathematics. She is programmed to be able to calculate anything that needs to be
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calculated, and has hardwired lookup tables for rapid calculation of certain commonly used numbers
(Like pi and e)

Knowladge

Mylehsa can access many libraries worth of fixed data. After accessing this data she can project or read it
out loud. Just because she knows something doesn't mean she understands it though. Understanding
something means that you use it as part of your view of the world without prompting or being reminded
to factor it in.

Combat

Mylehsa is trained for hand to hand, weaponised, and ship to ship combat and is capable of utility in each
form. She is a fairly mechanical/robotic fighter when fighting hand to hand, and she was not designed to
it. In other words her hand to hand combat is formulaic. Her ship to ship combat is much more robust,
but benefits from living intervention.

Entertainment

Mylehsa possess the ability to sing songs, dance, and create volumetric projections for entertainment
purposes. She has some games installed on her system, including a role-playing game, a poker game,
and a few others.

Finances

Mylehsa is currently a N/A in the Lorath Matriarchy. She receives a weekly salary of -salary- per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion

How's this tomoe?
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